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The Jordan-based Green Meadows Travel and Tourism (GMTT), a sister company of Al Naouri Group
(NG), one of the largest and fastest growing Travel and Transport group companies in the Middle
East, has been appointed General Sales Agent (GSA) in
by the National flag carrier of the
Sultanate of Oman. (GMTT) GSA agreement responsibilities include representing and marketing
Oman Air with sales and marketing support.
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Mr. Abdulrazaq Alraisi, Oman Air’s Senior Manager Sales said “We are delighted to appoint, and have
GMTT representing Oman Air in Jordan. This was accomplished due to their standards, wealth of
experience within the Travel and Transport sectors and the excellent knowledge of the GDS and
online travel channels that Oman Air is allied with”.
He adds, “This appointment outline a pivotal part in raising our profile and increasing our customer
base within the Middle East, besides supporting the growing importance of travel channels for
tourism and travel organizations within this important region. We are certain that Our (GSA)
experience and expertise will support Oman Air in developing its business in Jordan once the service
launched, furthermore its presence among holiday-seekers in the GCC and Middle East region”
Mr. Ibrahim Al Naouri, Chairman of Al Naouri Group said “I am confident Oman Air will be an
excellent partner. Our agreement with Oman Air will prove being very successful, and will serve our
mutual goals. Our appointment as GSAs is another essential step in building bridges for the
Sultanate flag carrier in Jordan. We will do our utmost to establish excellent business opportunities,
communication and customer satisfaction straight away through our specialized skilled workforce
and associate partners.
Oman Air’s Corporate Communication and Media Department stated “Oman Air is playing a major
role in making Muscat a major traffic hub in the Middle East. This new service will consequently
result in boosting our Economical and Tourism industriesin both our brotherly nations same wise.
Oman has tremendous tourism potential and the national carrier is pleased to now expand its
marketing and sales effort to the Middle East to support not only the citizens of the two brotherly
countries, but the growing number of expatriate travellers seeking new and exotic holiday
destinations. This is only a stride towards a sequence of up warding operations we aim to increase in
the near future. "
Oman Air commenced its operations in 1993 and today, it is one of the leading airlines in the Middle
East and a proud ambassador of Oman’s traditional hospitality. With extremely high dependability &
reliability, superior performance, easy maintenance and operations of the carriers along with home
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touch hospitality, service and worm care, Oman Air has put itself into the heart of the passengers as
their prior choice. Oman Air, headquartered at Muscat, serves a total of 20 destinations
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